Behavior Intervention Management levels
Banks Junior High School
Safe, Responsible, Respectful
Level 1
Behaviors handled in the
classroom using intervention
strategies, teaching and reteaching.
Language
*Language “slips”
*Inappropriate non-swearing
language
*Inappropriate language not
understood by student
Disrespect
*Carelessly hurting others
feelings
*Isolated instance of
disrespect
*Initially refusing/ ignoring
directions
Disruptive
*Lack of focus
*Noise making
*Interrupting learning process
*Playing with items during
instruction
*Taking cuts
Physical contact
*Hands/feet and objects not
to self
*Poking or pushing
*Pinching or bumping
Theft
*Borrowing without asking
Teasing
*Altering names
*Annoying on purpose
*Teasing that stings
Property Misuse
*Careless accidents
Weapons
*Wielding “imaginary” weapons
*Drawing weapons
*Pretending to “shoot” with
fingers
Technology Violation
*Roughness with equipment

Level 2
Escalating behaviors. If student
is removed from setting, a
tracker and problem “Stop and
Think” is required.
Language
*Use of “lesser” swear words
*Use of inappropriate hand
gestures
*Sexual talk

Disrespect
*Argumentative
*Disrespectful body language
*Ignoring repeated directions

Disruptive
*Repeated interruptions of the
learning process
*Repeated talk-outs and silly
answers

Physical Contact
*Play fighting or body holds
*Aggressive posturing
Theft/Forgery
*Teasingly taking others’
possessions
*Forging parent’s signature
Teasing
*Put-downs
*Threatening stares
*Mean-spirited teasing
Property Misuse
*Thoughtlessly damaging property
Weapons
*Repeatedly using imaginary
weapons
*Continued drawing of
weapons/violent themes
Technology Violation
*Repeated roughness with
equipment

Level 3
Automatic office referral.

Language
*Use of extreme swear words
*Use of swear words or vulgarities to
offend others
*Repeated or vile sexual talk
*Repeated use of inappropriate hand
gestures
Combustibles
*Bringing combustibles to school
Disrespect
*Insubordination
*Significant back-talk
Disruptive
*Stops the learning process
*Unsafe behaviors
Physical contact
*Hitting, kicking, punching
*Instigating/participating in a fight
*Using a object to hurt someone
Theft/Forgery
* Taking other’s possessions to keep
*Repeating forgery
Harassment/Bullying
*Continued put-downs
*Targeting students with intent to
intimidate or establish power over
*Bullying (verbal, gesture, written
and electronic)
Property Damage/Vandalism
*Purposely damaging property
Drug Use/Possession
*Possession or use of tobacco,
alcohol or drugs
Weapons
*Bringing weapon to school
*Bringing replicas of weapons to
school
Technology Violation
*Inappropriate use of cell phone,
pager music, video players, camera
and/or computer

